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Abstract: Scaled agile development approaches are now used widely in modern software engineering,
allowing businesses to improve teamwork, productivity, and product quality. The incorporation
of artificial intelligence (AI) into scaled agile development methods (SADMs) has emerged as a po-
tential strategy in response to the ongoing demand for simplified procedures and the increasing
complexity of software projects. This paper explores the intersection of AI-driven assistants within
the context of the scaled agile framework (SAFe) for large-scale software development, as it stands
out as the most widely adopted framework. Our paper pursues three principal objectives: (1) an
evaluation of the challenges and impediments encountered by organizations during the implemen-
tation of SADMs, (2) an assessment of the potential advantages stemming from the incorporation
of AI in large-scale contexts, and (3) the compilation of aspects of SADMs that AI-driven assis-
tants enhance. Through a comprehensive systematic literature review, we identified and described
18 distinct challenges that organizations confront. In the course of our research, we pinpointed seven
benefits and five challenges associated with the implementation of AI in SADMs. These findings
were systematically categorized based on their occurrence either within the development phase
or the phases encompassing planning and control. Furthermore, we compiled a list of 15 different
AI-driven assistants and tools, subjecting them to a more detailed examination, and employing them
to address the challenges we uncovered during our research. One of the key takeaways from this
paper is the exceptional versatility and effectiveness of AI-driven assistants, demonstrating their
capability to tackle a broader spectrum of problems. In conclusion, this paper not only sheds light
on the transformative potential of AI, but also provides invaluable insights for organizations aiming
to enhance their agility and management capabilities.

Keywords: SAFe; scaled agile framework; AI; artificial intelligence; tools; assistants; agile; large-scale

1. Introduction

Since today’s digital landscape is becoming more fast-paced and evolving by the minute, or-
ganizations face the challenge of adapting to change while still preserving their agility and
growing size. Implementing well-known and verified frameworks to support large-scale
development, such as the scaled agile framework (SAFe) (reportedly holding the largest
usage share, at 53%, according to ref. [1]) and Large-Scale Scrum (LeSS) (reporting a 6%
usage share as per ref. [1]), can help these organizations navigate complex challenges
and unknown terrains. Frameworks like these serve as foundational building blocks for
achieving the agility, cooperation, and innovation required for organizational success. Their
implementation to achieve the organization’s transformative goals is often followed by
an increasing number of challenges, ranging from resistance and process complexities
to overall confusion and organization-wide difficulties. It is estimated that a significant ma-
jority of enterprises encounter notable difficulties when attempting to apply conventional
agile methodologies in such expansive and diverse settings. In this context, the potential of
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AI emerges as a breakthrough technology for change and enhancement, with the possibility
of revolutionizing various industries.

The challenge that is the subject of this paper lies in the limitations of traditional scaled
agile development methods (SADMs) to solve the challenges associated with the manage-
ment of large-scale projects effectively. Although agile methods have proven successful
in small-team environments [1], they often run into issues when dealing with complex
systems involving many stakeholders, large code bases, and distributed teams. As a result
of this, organizations need innovative solutions to overcome these obstacles and optimize
their development processes. We will try to address this problem with the help of AI,
which has tremendous potential to address the challenges that SADMs (implementations)
are facing. By using AI techniques, organizations can improve their efficiency, decision-
making processes, and overall productivity, as well as automate repetitive tasks, optimize
resource allocation, improve communication and collaboration, and gain insights from large
amounts of data. In addition, machine learning (ML) algorithms can enable predictive
analytics, allowing teams to anticipate and mitigate potential risks.

During the course of our research, we formulated the following research questions
which will serve as our guidelines:

RQ1: How can AI-driven assistants be used effectively to address the most common
challenges faced by SADMs in managing large-scale projects?
RQ2: What are the potential benefits and challenges of incorporating AI into SADMs?
RQ3: Which aspects of SADMs do AI-driven assistants improve?

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We begin with an introduction to SAFe,
which serves as our chosen representative of SADMs, upon which we focus exclusively.
In Section 2, we provide an overview of related works in the field of large-scale agile
development. In Section 3, we present an extensive overview of our research area, within
which we conducted a systematic literature review (SLR) to narrow down the literature
relevant to our specific area of interest. In Section 4, we present the findings of our SLR,
and in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, we explore the challenges of SADMs as well as advantages
and disadvantages of implementing AI within them. Section 5 is dedicated to classifying
the challenges encountered during our research for the different configurations of SAFe,
providing comprehensive descriptions of their scope, and shedding light on the different
AI-driven assistants which can, to some extent, address their resolution. In Section 6, we
try to respond to the research questions, and, finally, in Section 8, we conclude this paper,
summarizing the key findings derived from our research.

Introduction to SAFe

Scaled agile development methods, such as SAFe [2] and LeSS [3], entail the application
of agile principles on a larger scale, extending beyond small, co-located teams to multi-team
efforts that involve numerous actors and interfaces with existing systems. These methods
promote collaboration, change tolerance, adaptive software development, and active customer
involvement while emphasizing rapid iterations and frequent feedback loops [4].

The most recent configuration of the SAFe framework, version 6.0 [2], is the foundation
of knowledge between lean, agile, and DevOps for achieving business agility. It focuses
on seven core business agility competencies that are essential to gaining and maintaining
a competitive advantage in an increasingly digital world: lean–agile leadership, team and
technical agility, agile product delivery, delivery of enterprise solutions, lean portfolio
management, organizational agility, and continuous learning culture [2,5].

SAFe accommodates a wide range of development environments with four different
configurations/levels, making it a versatile and adaptable approach for organizations
of varying sizes and industries:

• Essential SAFe—The basic building block of other SAFe configurations. This level
includes all the essential elements needed to benefit from SAFe and the starting point
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for any implementation. It provides complex solutions for large teams and it consists
of a program and team level [2].

• Large-Scale SAFe—It provides complex solutions that do not require portfolio man-
agement assistance. It is used mainly by organizations with multiple Agile Release
Trains (ARTs) working together [2].

• Portfolio SAFe—Intended primarily for companies to align agile development with
value streams and ARTs. The concept of lean–agile budgeting empowers decision-
makers and includes visibility of portfolio and Work In Progress (WIP) limits through
the Kanban system, as well as objective metrics that support management and improve-
ment through Bucket-size planning. This level of configuration consists of a portfolio,
program, and team level [2].

• Full SAFe—A complete SAFe framework that includes all levels of SAFe—team,
program, large-solution, and portfolio level. It includes a complete set of roles, events,
and artifacts, and is suitable for complex organizations that need to synchronize ARTs
across the entire enterprise [2].

One of the reasons SAFe is a preferred choice is its popularity [1] within the agile
development landscape, evident from the amount of literature and resources dedicated and
connected to it. This extensive knowledge base makes it easier for organizations to access
information and support, as well as educate themselves on the experiences, success, and
failure factors in other real-life applications. In the upcoming discussion, we will narrow
our focus to SAFe as a representative example of SADMs, to explore its principles and
benefits in connection to AI in greater depth.

2. Related Work

Throughout our investigation of challenges within SADMs, we encountered diverse
publications that addressed the challenges we have consolidated in various contexts
(see Section 4.1). Certain publications [6–8] conducted SLRs to identify challenges in SADMs
systematically, while others [4,8–12] gleaned insights from practical experiences by con-
ducting structured interviews and reporting their empirical findings. Additionally, specific
studies focused on categorizing these challenges into distinct facets, including aspects such
as stakeholder management and reoccurring concerns and patterns [6,11].

In our exploration of the advantages of implementing AI in SADMs, we encountered
a variety of publications. Notably, we observed some publications [13,14], that either intro-
duced or documented experiences related to pair-programming. Furthermore, we came
across a paper that conducted an SLR [15], to provide an overarching view of the research
domain, and to identify potential areas where AI-driven assistants could be deployed
to offer assistance.

Uludag et al. [6] comprehensively identified 79 challenges arising from large-scale
agile development, with 41 new challenges emerging and 38 existing ones being strength-
ened by large-scale agile development. Their proposed future work [4] involves leveraging
their large-scale agile pattern language to address recurrent challenges, without specify-
ing particular tools. Sinha et al. [7] identified 11 challenges categorized as internal and
external factors. Their research, as stated in their paper as a point of future work, was
used as a basis to investigate the practices to overcome the identified barriers and utilize
the success factors identified. Ciancarini et al. [8] conducted an in-depth multi-vocal
literature review supplemented by empirical investigation, cautioning about the limited
generalizability of their findings due to a small sample size and observational nature.
Despite not suggesting specific solutions, they recommended suggestions for further in-
vestigation. Kieran et al. [9] outlined nine challenges across 13 cases and offered recom-
mendations for resolution, acknowledging the complexity of complete elimination due
to multifaceted factors, without mentioning AI-driven assistant solutions. Kasauli et al. [10]
derived their findings from qualitative interviews, presenting 24 challenges, and proposed
solutions drawing from SAFe, LeSS, and their case companies, highlighting literature gaps
and suggesting relevant solution candidates. Putta et al. [11] surveyed 204 practitioners
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to identify reasons, benefits, and challenges in adopting SADMs, refraining from offering
specific solutions while emphasizing the need for future focus on quality assessment.

These sources significantly influenced our research, culminating in the synthesis of knowl-
edge, particularly pertaining to challenges in large-scale development. Our contribution
manifests in the proposition of a set of AI-driven assistants aimed at tackling these challenges
to a certain extent. Interestingly, within the literature defined during the SLR process, no pa-
pers were encountered that specifically tackle challenges in large-scale development utilizing
AI-driven assistants. This absence might be attributed, in part, to the limitations outlined
in our research, as detailed in Section 7.

3. Research Method

In the context of SAFe, this paper aims to investigate and evaluate the current state
of AI-driven assistants. Through a thorough assessment of related literature, we aim
to highlight current research, improvements, and applications of AI in supporting agile
techniques in large-scale software development environments. By analyzing the strengths
and weaknesses of these AI-driven assistants critically, we aim to discover all the possibili-
ties for development and create new opportunities for further studies.

The research method used was a systematic literature review (SLR), which will provide
a summary of relevant material accessible from the digital libraries listed in Table 1. Employing
the systematic review methodology outlined by Kitchenham and Charters [16], we ensured
a meticulous and exhaustive approach throughout our research process. Based on the results
obtained using this method, we will answer the research questions presented in Section 1.

Table 1. Chosen digital libraries.

Digital Library Web Address

IEEE Xplore http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/
ScienceDirect https://www.sciencedirect.com/
SpringerLink https://link.springer.com/

ACM Digital Library https://dl.acm.org/

After forming the selection of digital libraries, we defined a set of search strings for
the purpose of addressing the defined research questions. The selected search strings are
shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Search strings.

Search String Purpose

»scal*« AND »agile« AND (»SAFe« OR »Scaled
Agile Framework«) AND (»challenge*« OR

»difficult*« OR »problem*«)

Explore the challenges of the selected scaled
agile development method. We address RQ1

and RQ3 partially.

»scal*« AND »agile« AND (»AI« OR »artificial
intelligence« OR »ML« OR »machine learning«)

AND (»advantage*« OR »improv*« OR
»benefi*« OR »disadvantage*« OR »challeng*«

OR »difficut*«)

Research ways of using AI in the field
of SADM with a specific focus on the potential

benefits and drawbacks. We address RQ2.

»scal*« AND »agile« AND (»AI« OR »artificial
intelligence« OR »ML« OR »machine learning«)

AND (»tool*« OR »techniq*« OR
»agent*« OR »assist*«)

Explore specific assistants, techniques, or tools
based on AI already implemented into SADM.

We address RQ3.

We also defined inclusion and exclusion criteria, which were crucial for achieving
a thorough assessment in this paper; they served as key filters that guided the selection
of relevant research that matches our field of interest from the wide range of published
literature. The set inclusion and exclusion criteria are shown in Table 3.

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org
https://www.sciencedirect.com/
https://link.springer.com/
https://dl.acm.org/
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Table 3. Inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Inclusion Criteria Exclusion Criteria

The full text is available in the selected
digital libraries The paper is not written in English

The paper was published in the last 5 years Not relevant to the set research questions

Is related to AI assistants that are based
on the latest technological advances Tutorials, slides, presentations, and summaries.

Peer-reviewed literature

With the defined criteria, we began the SLR process. The literature review was
conducted in mid-2023 and consisted of six stages, which are presented in Figure 1.

1. Initial search.
In the first phase of the SLR process, we obtained 2159 items. In the digital li-
braries ScienceDirect, SpringerLink, and ACM Digital Library, we selected papers
in the fields of Computer Science, Informatics, and Software Engineering, and we
filtered the search strings according to the set inclusion criteria.

2. Duplicate removal.
The process of duplicate removal followed, where all results were normalized in a sin-
gle literature list and duplicates were eliminated. We identified 313 instances where
papers showed up multiple times, and, after their removal, the literature list was
reduced to 1846 items.

3. Title- and keyword-based screening.
In this stage, we eliminated the largest amount of papers; out of 1846 items, we
reduced the literature list to 112 items. This significant change is attributed to the
ever-growing interest in AI as a compelling research domain, leading to an influx
of papers and case studies across various sectors like medicine and construction.
In our literature selection, we deliberately limited our focus to the field of SADMs
or the domains of Computer Science and Information Systems that implement them.

4. Abstract-based screening.
The wider range of papers was additionally analyzed according to the abstract
of the paper. Our literature list was reduced from 112 to 35 items.

5. Content-based screening.
In this stage, we carried out a thorough review of the selected papers based on their
content. We analyzed 35 papers and eliminated those that did not address our set
field of research. At this stage, 24 items remained in the literature list.

6. Snowballing.
In addition, we reviewed references of the selected papers to identify additional
sources. This way, we were certain that we also included sources that were not found
in the selected databases, but met the set criteria and addressed our research area. At
this stage, we added six items, and therefore, this is how we ended up with thirty
primary sources (see Section 4).
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Figure 1. Systematic literature review process.

4. Review Results

From the primary literature list of 30 papers, we identified 15 papers that addressed
the use of AI-driven assistants or were use cases on their own. Within this selection, we were
interested in the specific usage domains of AI assistants in SADMs (see Table 4). The largest
proportion of the reviewed literature presented in Table 5 addressed human assistance. Others
included risk prediction, problem solving, and organizational success and efficiency.
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Table 4. Usage domains of AI assistants.

Usage Domain Sources

Human assistance [9,11–14,17–26]
Risk prediction [7,11,12,19,23,27–29]
Problem solving [7,9,14,21,23,24,26]
Organizational success and efficiency [10,14,15,27,30]
Organizational creativity [7,10,22,23,30]
Development [23,25,27,29,31]
Planning [17,23,24,27]

Table 5. Primary literature list.

ID Title Authors Source
Identified
Assistant

1 A cautionary tale about the impact of AI on human design teams Zhang et al. [24] X

2 A classification and review of tools for developing and interacting
with machine learning systems. Mosqueira-Rey et al. [29] X

3 A taxonomy of scaling agility Limaj et al. [32]
4 AI Information Architecture Hechler et al. [33] X

5 AI-boosted software automation: learning from human
pair programmers Peng et al. [13] X

6 Applications of ML/AI for Decision-Intensive Tasks in Production
Planning and Control Elbasheer et al. [15] X

7 Artificial intelligence and the future of work: Human-AI
symbiosis in organizational decision making Jarrahi [14] X

8
Artificial intelligence capability: Conceptualization, measurement
calibration, and empirical study on its impact on organizational
creativity and firm performance

Mikalef et al. [30] X

9 Artificial Intelligence Technology Huawei Technologies Co. [28]
10 Building the AI-Powered Organization Fountaine et al. [34] X

11 Comparing Methods for Large-Scale Agile Software Development:
A Systematic Literature Review Edison et al. [18]

12 Computer-aided mind map generation via crowdsourcing and
machine learning Camburn et al. [22] X

13 Decoding the agility of artificial intelligence assisted human
design teams Song et al. [26] X

14 Documenting recurring concerns and patterns in large-scale
agile development. Uludağ et al. [4]

15 Empowering Software Engineering with Artificial Intelligence Dam. [17] X
16 Hybrid Intelligence Dellermann et al. [20] X

17 Identifying and Structuring Challenges in Large Scale Agile
Development based on a Structured Literature Review Uludag et al. [6]

18 Implementing Large-Scale Agile Frameworks: Challenges
and Recommendations Kieran et al. [9]

19 Issues in the adoption of the scaled agile framework. Ciancarini et al. [8]

20 Needs and challenges for a platform to support large-scale
requirements engineering: a multiple case study. Fucci et al. [12]

21 Predicting failures in agile software development through
data analytics Batarseh et al. [19] X

22 Requirements engineering challenges and practices in large-scale
agile system development Kasauli et al. [10]

23
Scaled Agile Framework Implementation in Organizations’, its
Shortcomings and an AI Based Solution to Track
Team’s Performance

Upasana et al. [27] X

24 Strategic Challenges for Platform-based Intelligent Assistants Zimmermann et al. [25]

25 SWOT: Strength, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats
for Scaling Agile Methods in Global Software Development Sinha et al. [7]
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Table 5. Cont.

ID Title Authors Source Identified
Assistant

26 The AI Effect: Working at the Intersection of AI and SE Carleton et al. [23] X

27 The Future of Software Engineering: Where Will Machine
Learning, Agile, and Virtualization Take Us Next? Mancl et al. [31]

28 Tools and Algorithms for the Construction and Analysis
of Systems Fisman et al. [35]

29 Toward Hybrid teams: a platform to understand human-computer
collaboration during the design of complex engineered systems Song et al. [21]

30 Why Do Organizations Adopt Agile Scaling Frameworks?
A Survey of Practitioners Putta et al. [11]

The categorization of the AI assistants mentioned in Table 4 underscores their versatil-
ity, indicating that they are not limited to a single specific domain of application, but are
designed to serve a broad range of purposes. As a result, organizations looking to integrate
AI-driven assistants can frequently derive benefits across multiple dimensions rather than
solely within their primary area of focus. In Table 6, we have summarized the selected
AI-driven assistants, which are intended to assist us in matching potential solutions to the
challenges within the context of SADMs that we have identified.

In the course of our research, we encountered papers [7,17,20,23,25,29–31,34,35] in which
authors offered valuable recommendations and suggestions for the implementation of AI-
driven assistants. Certain papers created new assistants tailored for specific domains, while
others drew conclusions from empirical research, and arranged them in a more structured
fashion. All of this was performed with the ultimate goal of making the knowledge obtained
from these sources accessible to organizations and businesses seeking to enhance or adapt
their operational efficiency.

Table 6. Identified AI-driven assistants.

ID Source Description

1 [24] Investigation of the influence of deep learning AI on distributed human design teams in the field of engineering
design, complemented with a human subject study that includes an abrupt problem change.

2 [29]
Categorization of AI-driven assistants, with a particular emphasis on the realm of ML. The categorization is
structured in alignment with the developmental stages of ML systems, and it includes instances of AI-driven
assistants within each distinct category.

4 [33] Exploring use cases showcasing AI’s application across various aspects of an information system and their
relevance in enterprise contexts.

5 [13] Exploring the challenges prevalent in software development settings and suggesting a cooperative approach
involving both humans and AI (pair-programmers) to efficiently address them.

6 [15]
Uncovering common themes and trends in AI/ML-enabled manufacturing systems, and mapping the diverse
application areas of AI/ML in Production Planning and Control (PPC) while also investigating its role
in improving decision making.

7 [14] Exploring how humans and AI can synergistically contribute their unique strengths in decision-making
processes within organizations marked by uncertainty and complexity.

8 [30] Identification of AI-specific resources, creating an assessment tool for measuring AI capabilities, and
investigating the link between AI capability and organizational creativity and performance.

10 [34] Organizing AI for scale, providing insights into common obstacles and how to communicate the shift to AI
to everyone involved.

12 [22] Introducing a method for crowd-sourcing design concepts and their hierarchical organization, by combining
human evaluators and ML to streamline the creation of mind maps.

13 [26] Investigating the impact of integrating AI-driven assistants into human teams for enhancing team agility,
proving improved coordination, communication, and overall performance.

15 [17]
Harnessing the application of advanced AI machine learning techniques to create data-driven, automated
approaches for software effort estimation, code patch development, and risk prediction within contemporary
software development environments.
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Table 6. Cont.

ID Source Description

16 [20] Examining how the integration of human and AI collaboration, known as hybrid intelligence, enhances
real-world business applications.

21 [19]
Introducing "analytics-driven testing (ADT)" that predicts software failures in agile sprints by applying
analytical and statistical techniques, while also estimating error locations with a specified statistical
confidence level.

23 [27] Addressing challenges within SAFe and proposing a machine learning model as a potential solution to track
team performance.

26 [23] Delving into the synergy between AI and SE, investigating AI’s contributions to SE and strategies for enhancing
the development of AI systems by software engineers.

The classification of AI-driven assistants within the realm of scaled agile environ-
ments, presented in Table 4, serves a dual purpose. Firstly, it assists us in organizing their
application across areas where companies and organizations often encounter challenges.
Secondly, in the upcoming section, we will delve deeper into the details of these challenges,
pinpointing their connection to distinct levels within SAFe, and try to bridge the gap
between the most common challenges and their potential solutions. This approach aims
to offer a potential strategy to address the unique challenges faced at each SAFe level
through the use of AI-driven assistants.

4.1. Challenges in Scaled Agile Development

The use of SADMs is becoming increasingly common in modern software develop-
ment organizations [1]. The transition to scaled agile development has many potential
benefits, but there are also difficulties due to coordination challenges, communication
difficulties, and lack of flexibility [9], among many other things. Many turn to the use
of SADMs such as SAFe to overcome these problems, since they have established workflow
patterns and processes, and are supported widely by extensible tools. However, empirical
research on the adoption of these methods, their use, success, and problems, is still quite
immature [4,6,7,9,11,36]. Kieran et al. [9] conducted a study analyzing 13 large projects
of different global companies over a period of 15 years. Their results show that the success
of implementing SADMs depends on many different factors, not only following the frame-
work’s regulations "by-the-book". Some businesses and organizations continued to use
the selected method and, over time, observed bigger success; others switched to a different
type of method, and consequently enhanced their performance and efficiency; and, finally,
some totally abandoned the use of the SADMs for several reasons. Figure 2 displays
a graphic representation of SADMs’ implementation over time.

Figure 2. The adoption of large-scale agile frameworks (based on [9]).

A 15-year study [9], a 2021 survey [10], and a proposition for the implementation of
an AI-driven solution [27] highlight common challenges in organizations adopting SADMs.
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Uludag et al. [6] conducted an SLR that identified stakeholders in SADMs. The review
pinpointed 79 challenges, categorized into 11 groups.

Putta et al. [11] explored the reasons for adopting SADMs, the potential bene-
fits, as well as the satisfaction their implementation can cause in scaled environments,
through a survey of software practitioners. The gap of documenting reoccurring concerns
and patterns in large-scale development is one of the key points that Uludag et al. [4]
were trying to address in their paper. They introduced their own pattern language,
which, equipped with structured interviews with 14 large-scale agile development ex-
perts from 10 organizations, gave us additional insights as to what challenges and concerns
real-life organizations face.

Sinha et al. [7] conducted an SLR and a SWOT analysis exploring the effects of the adop-
tion of SADMs. In addition to this, Ciancarini at al. [8] undertook an SLR complemented
by empirical research to gain a deeper understanding of adopting SADMs, with a focus
on SAFe. The input data were gathered from 25 respondents across 17 companies in eight
countries, highlighting challenges related to decision making, organizational structures,
and technical and managerial competencies. Separate case studies with three different
companies from different industries were the topic of Fucci et al.’s [12] research paper.
These studies centered on identifying current issues, needs, and implementation challenges
through structured interviews.

In Figure 3, we summarize the consolidated list of the identified challenges in large-
scale development environments based on the SLR.

When discussing the array of challenges (see Figure 3), it is essential to note that we
are not addressing any significant ones explicitly. It is also important to highlight that these
challenges vary in terms of their characteristics, including their nature and category, as well
as their relevance to specific domains. While our list may not cover all challenges encountered
by organizations implementing SADMs, we aim to provide the most accurate representation
of the real-world circumstances, recognizing the limitations outlined in Section 3. We proceed
to explore the set of identified challenges in Section 5, during which we leverage the capabilities
of AI to provide recommendations for their resolution.

Figure 3. Identified challenges during SADM implementation.
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4.2. Advantages and Disadvantages of Implementing AI in SADMs

Incorporating AI into software development processes yields numerous benefits,
including enhanced productivity, quality, and creativity across multiple stages of the de-
velopmental process [13–15,30]. As stated in [36], shorter product life cycles, fragmented
value chains, and novel organizational structures like value creation networks, platform
solutions, and cluster organizations have surfaced, frequently associated with innovative
technologies such as AI, ML, and Blockchain. The automation of repetitive tasks using
AI-driven assistants, like code reviewing, testing, and error detection, offers significant
savings in manual labor and reduces development cycles [13]. AI has the capacity to iden-
tify patterns and trends via advanced data analysis, empowering developers to make
informed decisions and anticipate potential issues. Moreover, the integration of AI-driven
algorithms presents opportunities to enhance code performance, suggest upgrades, tackle
documentation generation, streamline communication, and promote knowledge exchange
within development teams.

Peng et al. [13] examined how AI can be applied to automate software development
by using pair programmers, which consist of a developer and an AI-driven assistant.
They found that, while there are potential advantages to incorporating AI in the develop-
ment process, there are also various challenges. To address this, they suggest automating
collaboration between humans and AI; developers would continue to follow established
development methods, with the AI-driven assistant working in the background to provide
support when developers encounter issues. This combination is expected to improve effi-
ciency and quality, by reducing repetitive tasks and assisting new developers in thinking
and working like experts. Elbasheer et al. [15] explored the domains of Planning and
Control and the impact of AI assistants in this context. Through an SLR, they identified
three key areas that benefit from the use of AI assistants.

The author of [14] conducted research that explores the distinctions between human
thought processes and AI assistant procedures, where the author ultimately concluded
that introducing AI assistants to help humans will lead to significant business success.
Mikalef et al. [30] investigated the capabilities that arise when deploying AI assistants
in large-scale settings. Their findings categorized these capabilities into three groups:
tangible (e.g., data and technologies), human (e.g., encompassing technical and business
skills), and intangible (e.g., the ability to coordinate and adapt), offering insights into
the broader implications of implementing such technologies. Similar research was con-
ducted by Fountaine et al. [34], whose findings highlighted common challenges associated
with implementing AI, provided guidance on transitioning to its use, and pointed out
the potential benefits that AI may have in the organizational setting it is implemented in.
In Figures 4 and 5, we summarize the consolidated list of the identified advantages and
challenges of implementing AI.

Figure 4. Identified advantages of implementing AI during SADM implementation.
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Figure 5. Identified disadvantages of implementing AI during SADM implementation.

5. Applying Review Results to SAFe Environments

As stated in the introduction of this paper, our goal is to demonstrate a connection
between the challenges we have identified and the structural organization (different levels)
of SAFe (see Table 7). Our aim is to pinpoint the precise locations within SAFe where these ob-
stacles are most likely to occur. The compilation of all recognized challenges within every level
of SAFe incorporates a thorough exploration of the multitude of (possible) challenges existing
at the full level. This is warranted, given that the full level, as the highest level of the SAFe
hierarchy, encompasses all its subordinate parts (essential, large-solution, and portfolio).

A comprehensive description of the scope and nature of these challenges will be
presented in the following sections. Furthermore, the research will offer insights into
suggestions for AI-driven assistants potentially proficient in addressing these challenges,
along with suggestions and recommendations for their implementation.

Table 7. Identified challenges in SAFe and the level in which they occur.

Level Identified Challenge

Essential (E)

E1: Defining concepts and terms
E2: Readiness and willingness for change
E3: Maintaining developer autonomy
E4: Customer process/method inconsistency
E5: Presentation of requirements’ knowledge
E6: Process aspects
E7: Risk identification and mitigation

Large Solution (LS)

E1–E7 +
LS1: Change and development support
LS2: Common system understanding
LS3: Managing and documenting releases
LS4: Managing complex dependencies across ARTs and teams

Portfolio (P)

E1–E7 + LS1–LS4 +
P1: Comparing and contrasting methods
P2: Balancing organizational structure and method
P3: Top-down instead of bottom-up approach
P4: 100% adherence to the method
P5: Lack of evidence-based use
P6: Organizational aspects
P7: Inefficient prioritization and management

5.1. Challenges at the Essential Level

E1: Defining concepts and terms—The fundamentals are well-defined in the papers that
introduced methods like SAFe and LeSS [3]. However, when these methods are applied
in different contexts, the guidelines for their implementation can become less clear [9]. Many
companies cite misconceptions about the concepts and procedures within these methods,
along with substantial variations in their interpretation and application across different
areas. A recurring issue that we have encountered during our research is the presence
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of abstract terminology. The lack of detailed explanations can pose a significant challenge
for organizations attempting to transition to SADMs.
E2: Readiness and willingness for change—To transition to agile methods successfully,
organizations and employees must be open to change. While employees may embrace
changing software processes, they might not be ready to adopt specific methods. Frame-
works like SAFe and LeSS [3] offer structures and processes, but often lack guidance
on assessing overall readiness for agile transformation at scale [9]. In their research, the au-
thors of [7] found considerable skepticism towards adopting agile development. Many
developers have long been accustomed to the traditional sequential (waterfall) approach,
making the shift to a completely new way of working uncomfortable and prone to organi-
zational challenges. Approximately 20% of papers in [7] highlighted the absence of an agile
process evaluation mechanism as a significant concern. In [14,34], we come across the ap-
pearance of employees’ resistance, since there is an ever-growing concern that AI-assistants
will replace them fully (instead of adapting to implementing them in their workflows).
E3: Maintaining developer autonomy—Autonomy in scaled environments is being recog-
nized as an increasingly significant challenge. However, SADMs furthermore deteriorate this
issue, introducing additional constraints and inflexibilities. According to the authors of [9],
there have been instances where developers’ proposals for tool and process improvements
were rejected due to perceived incompatibility with the new method’s implementation. Fur-
thermore, cultural and linguistic difficulties were noted in [7], particularly when development
teams are spread across different countries.
E4: Customer process/method inconsistency—Implementing a (new) SADM presents
a significant challenge, since it is more difficult to transform the organization’s predeter-
mined processes and structures. In certain cases, as noted in [9], companies have had
to establish collaborative agreements with clients, outlining how they will work together
to produce software within a specific development framework. The authors of [10] note
that, despite close customer relationships, there can be a considerable gap between cus-
tomers and developers. This disconnect may arise because development teams struggle
to empathize with the customer’s perspective and articulate how their work benefits them
directly. Additionally, as per [10], crafting user stories that provide value to the customer
directly can be particularly challenging. Such stories may be too intricate to complete and
demonstrate within a single sprint or iteration. Maintaining reusable customer insights
within intricate product families is equally problematic. Consequently, any changes may
necessitate work repetition to obtain similar customer-related information [10].
E5: Presentation of requirements’ knowledge—In this context, challenges, as outlined
in [10], include issues such as managing people in hierarchical layers instead of an organi-
zational decomposition, and setting appropriate thresholds for requirements. In addition
to this, we drew insights from [12], where the authors exposed challenges such as cop-
ing with information overload (dealing with the collection, search, and analysis of vast
amounts of information), coping with limitations of the chosen development assistants,
and managing dependencies between requirements.
E6: Process aspects—This challenge encompasses various aspects that identify common
issues within the development processes of SADMs directly. These challenges include:

– prioritizing the highest-priority tasks [10];
– determining requirements’ completeness [10];
– managing requirements using different processes, tools, and levels of detail [10];
– determining a clear quality threshold (for requirements, products and deliverables)

that signifies readiness for release [10].

In addition to this, Upasana et al. [27] mentioned the lack of teamwork, excessive commit-
ment, project abandonment, and decreased motivation among development teams, while
Sinha et al. [7] observed a visible lack of interpersonal communication, agile coaching, and
linguistic differences.
E7: Risk identification and mitigation—The challenges that belong in this category mostly
address the fact that it is difficult to identify and assess risks, as well as recognize the poten-
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tial threats they can have on a project’s timeline, overall quality, and finances [6]. Due to the
inherent unpredictability, temporal relationships, and particularly the dynamic nature
of software, predicting future risks is very difficult [17].

Potential solutions and suggestions for implementing AI for the challenges identified
at the essential level are presented in Table 8.

Table 8. Suggestions for the resolution of challenges at the essential level.

Challenge AI-Driven
Solution

Suggestions and Recommendations
for Implementing AI

E1: Defining concepts and terms [20] [7,17,23,34,35]
E2: Readiness and willingness for change / [14,20,33,34]
E3: Maintaining developer autonomy [20] [17,23,30,34]
E4: Customer process/method inconsistency [27] [14,23,31,34]
E5: Presentation of requirements’ knowledge [19] [14,20,30]
E6: Process aspects [21] [14,17,23]
E7: Risk identification and mitigation [15,19,29] [14,17]

5.2. Challenges at the Large-Solution Level

LS1: Change and development support—In this context, the authors of [10] have identi-
fied three specific challenges:

– Management of experimental or poorly defined requirements.
– Synchronization of development—Due to the nature of large-scale development en-

vironments, synchronizing development activities among teams becomes complex,
which limits agility and speed.

– Update of Requirements—Requirements defined at the beginning of a sprint often
become outdated and no longer align with the solution.

Upasana et al. [27] highlight the management of unresolved dependencies. With many
cross-functional teams relying on data and information, unresolved dependencies between
data points can jeopardize progress. Fountaine et al. [34] recognized a number of issues
when an organization tries to adapt from rigid and risk-averse to agile, experimental,
and adaptable. Dam [17] discussed how software engineering’s primary focus continues
to be on addressing problems or adding new functionalities, instead of adapting to the
ever-growing change.
LS2: Common system understanding—Kasauli et al. [10] noted that, in large-scale agile
development environments, there is a notable absence of a shared understanding of the sys-
tem. Various challenges within this context include insufficient documentation to support
testing and stories, confusion between thinking at the system and component levels, and
inadequate tracking and its upkeep, just to name a few.
LS3: Managing and documenting releases—Besides the technical aspects, this challenge
addresses the organizational ones; there is a visible challenge regarding collaboration and
communication between ARTs, development teams, and stakeholders [6]. Additionally,
as the product or solution develops, it becomes crucial to keep a complete record of updates.
Failure to do so can cause release misalignments or delays. In [6,7], creating lightweight doc-
umentation that contains all the necessary requirements is listed as a reoccurring challenge.
LS4: Managing complex dependencies across ARTs and teams—As organizations scale
their solutions and procedures, in most cases, so do the dependencies between ARTs and
teams. This challenge is often represented in a chain of codependent tasks, where one
team’s success depends on another. They can cause delays, reduce productivity, and even
compromise the success of the project if managed improperly [6].

Table 9 provides a presentation of potential solutions and recommendations for the im-
plementation of AI in addressing the challenges identified at the large-solution level.
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Table 9. Suggestions for the resolution of challenges at the large-solution level.

Challenge AI-Driven
Solution

Suggestions and Recommendations
for Implementing AI

LS1: Change and development support [27] [14,17,23,31,34]
LS2: Common system understanding [14,20,23] [17,30]
LS3: Managing and documenting releases / [14,29,35]
LS4: Managing complex dependencies
across ARTs and teams / [7,14,23,29]

5.3. Challenges at the Portfolio Level

P1: Comparing and contrasting methods—Selecting the right SADM can be challenging
for many companies, due to the absence of a comparative evaluation model.
Kieran et al. [9] noted that many employees think the choice of a development method
often seems ad hoc, and sometimes it is unclear where the decision originates. Survey
results discussed by Ciancarini et al. [8] indicated that a significant number of respondents
found the actual implementation of SADMs to be overly complex and challenging to grasp.
P2: Balancing organizational structure and method—The challenge in implementing
SADMs arises from their predefined organizational structures, processes, and proprietary
tools. These structures are evolving constantly in response to external competition and reg-
ulatory demands, making a one-size-fits-all approach challenging. In their research, Sinha
et al. [7] documented a lack of support and commitment from the upper management.
P3: Top-down instead of bottom-up approach—Many implementations have taken ei-
ther a purely bottom-up or top-down approach, rather than a combination of the two.
Research [9] indicated that top-down approaches have yielded mixed results. Ciancarini
et al. [8] highlighted a set of challenges associated with the adoption of SADMs. One ma-
jor challenge is that their implementation often leads to top-down organizational control,
resulting in a structure resembling a waterfall approach that lacks true agility and flexibility.
P4: 100% adherence to the method—When a formal method like SAFe is used, there
is a common tendency to evaluate the success of agile transformation by how closely
the organization adheres to the method rather than the value it actually delivers. It is
observed that SADMs encounter difficulties or issues frequently during the final 20–30%
of development activities, and an overwhelmingly large portion of the effort and stress
(roughly 80–90%) is expended on achieving the last 5% [9]. Moreover, a notable issue
highlighted in 30% of the selected papers in [7] is the lack of adequate agile training
for scaled development environments.
P5: Lack of evidence-based use—There are limited empirical case studies that examine
the practical application of prescriptive principles in SADMs. According to organizations’
reports [9], they encountered situations where employees faced significant challenges, and
they struggled to find relevant information within the documentation of the method they
were using in regard to their solution.
P6: Organizational aspects—In [10], years of research have uncovered three prevalent
challenges within organized scaled environments:

– Disparity between plan-oriented, document-heavy approaches at the system level and
the value-driven, agile approaches at the team level.

– Requirement-based validation and verification processes, which are inherently incom-
plete and incremental.

– Infrastructure and the critical aspect of timely upgrades.

Sinha et al. [7] noted that many scaled development environments also grappled with
the issue of uneven task allocation. Since management assigns tasks to teams, there is
the potential for tasks to be distributed unevenly among team members. In [23,34], we came
across the long-abiding issue that is “quick wins“. They address the fact that organizations
need to focus on developing a portfolio of initiatives for a longer period of time, so that
they can maximize their return on investment.
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P7: Inefficient prioritization and management—This challenge combines issues like diffi-
culties in defining clear and visible priorities that are in line with the organizations’ strategic
goals and dealing with loss of management control [6]. This may be due to the fact that
there is a lack of automated help for effort estimation [17]. Failure to address these issues ef-
fectively can cause poor allocation of resources, which might lead to delays, misalignments,
additional costs, and cancellation of the project(s) [12].
In Table 10, we have compiled a list of potential solutions and recommendations for the in-
tegration of AI in addressing the challenges identified at the portfolio level.

Table 10. Suggestions for the resolution of challenges at the portfolio level.

Challenge AI-Driven
Solution

Suggestions and Recommendations
for Implementing AI

P1: Comparing and contrasting methods / [7,14]
P2: Balancing organizational structure and method [13] [14,20,23]
P3: Top-down instead of bottom-up approach / [22,23]
P4: 100% adherence to the method [13] [20,22]
P5: Lack of evidence-based use / [7,22,23]
P6: Organizational aspects [13,27] [20,22]
P7: Inefficient prioritization and management [13,15] [24,29,30]

6. Discussion

This paper presents a comprehensive examination of integrating AI-driven assistants
within SADMs. We have identified and emphasized a range of significant findings and
insights resulting from our chosen research method—SLR. Our research focused primarily
on the incorporation of AI-driven assistants into a specific SADM, known as SAFe, with
the aim of comprehending the potential advantages and implications of their utilization
in software development.

Firstly, we investigated how AI-driven assistants can address the common chal-
lenges encountered by SADMs when managing large-scale projects effectively. Secondly,
we delved into the potential benefits associated with the integration of AI in SADMs.
Lastly, we explored how AI-driven assistants can enhance specific aspects of SADMs.

RQ1: How can AI-driven assistants be used effectively to address the most common
challenges faced by SADMs in managing large-scale projects?

In our research, we have found that AI-driven assistants hold significant promise
in addressing the challenges encountered in managing large-scale projects within SADMs.
As presented in Section 4.1, the consolidated list of challenges we identified in the litera-
ture scope is substantial. Examples of such challenges include balancing organizational
structure and method, maintaining developer autonomy, common system understanding,
etc. However, it is important to note the positive impact that the integration of AI-driven
assistants can have in the solution of these challenges. Given the adaptability of SAFe
to diverse organizational sizes, our initial aim was to categorize the identified challenges
according to the SAFe levels (essential, large-solution, and portfolio) where they are most
likely to occur.

Our SLR unveiled a multitude of papers (citation rates defined in Figure 6) that ei-
ther tackled these challenges explicitly through the deployment of specialized AI-driven
assistants, or provided overall guidance on how organizations could address these chal-
lenges effectively by integrating AI. In Section 5, we demonstrate a connection between
the identified challenges, their potential solutions involving AI-driven assistants, and rec-
ommendations for the implementation of AI. This comprehensive analysis encompasses
all identified challenges at every SAFe level, with the complete set of challenges spanning
the entirety of the SAFe hierarchy, including the full level, which is the highest and most
extensive one.
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Figure 6. Citation rates of the acquired literature based on Web of Science as of December 2023.
[4,6–15,17–25,27–35]

RQ2: What are the potential benefits and challenges of incorporating AI in SADMs?
In the course of our research, we placed particular emphasis on identifying the advan-

tages and challenges associated with the integration of AI within the context of SADMs.
The results of our research, which relied on the limited literature gathered during the SLR
process, are presented in Section 4.2. During our research, we identified seven distinct
advantages, encompassing aspects such as process automation, dynamic planning and
scheduling, as well as iterative enhancement, among others. In addition to this, we have de-
lineated six challenges, spanning from critical thinking, biases and unfairness in data, and
challenges in integration. Our analysis, supported by empirical studies, underscores that
the integration of AI across a diverse spectrum of domains within SADMs has the potential
to result in positive outcomes in terms of organizational performance and potential.

RQ3: Which aspects of SADMs do AI-driven assistants improve?
Expanding upon the insights derived from the SLR findings, as presented in Section 4,

our subsequent step involved categorizing the identified assistants, aimed at supporting
organizations and companies in addressing specific challenges. In this subsection, we
classified these assistants into the overarching category of Usage Domains, encompassing
areas such as human assistance, risk prediction, problem solving, and various others.

Upon closer examination, we noticed an interesting finding; some assistants cross
several sections within the category. This underscores the remarkable adaptability and
applicability of AI-driven assistants, illustrating their capacity to address a wider range
of challenges. Furthermore, we performed a categorization of the most common challenges
based on different configurations of SAFe, which is presented in Section 5. This approach al-
lows organizations to pinpoint challenges corresponding to the specific SAFe configuration
they have implemented. Consequently, our categorization offers a different perspective,
enabling organizations to deploy AI-driven solutions strategically and manage a wide
range of challenges across their organizational structures effectively.

7. Limitations and Threats of Validity

In the process of the SLR, we deliberately shifted our focus to SAFe, as it stands out
as the most widely adopted framework. The literature incorporated into our research
drew mainly from practical experiences, success and failure stories within the context
of SAFe, and the utilization of AI-driven assistants across various organizational domains.
While the study extensively examines SAFe as the primary SADM, recognizing the unique
characteristics of other agile frameworks could enhance the study’s applicability and
broaden its implications across different SADMs.

The AI-driven assistants and recommendations presented in Sections 5.1–5.3 are listed
as potential solutions, yet they might not comprehensively address the breadth of challenges
outlined. Given the expansive nature of these challenges, definitive assertions regarding their
efficacy as absolute solutions remain ambiguous. Relying on literature and sourced claims
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for our insights, we assert a reasonably accurate estimation of their potential. Nevertheless, prac-
tical evaluation of their effectiveness or efficiency in authentic settings stands as an impractical
undertaking at present. Our aim was to investigate how to (try to) solve the emerging challenges
effectively with the help of the latest technological advancements. In regard to this, another
limitation in our study is the absence of a structured classification or hierarchy of identified
properties among AI-driven assistants. Our research primarily concentrated on the capacity
of AI in addressing challenges within SADMs rather than extensively analyzing or categorizing
these properties. Therefore, a comprehensive classification of the discovered properties was
beyond the scope of our investigation.

It is important to note that our research and literature selection were conducted in mid-
2023. Therefore, there is a possibility that recent innovations, unaccounted for in our
research, may have an influence on our findings. Although we have spent considerable
time and effort developing relevant search strings and conducting a structured database
search, there is still some possibility that not all relevant papers have been identified.
Additional literature was identified through a reverse search (Stage 6: Snowballing)
of the analyzed papers in the literature search process. Despite our best efforts, there
remains a possibility of overlooking a critical paper.

8. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper has delved into the realm of AI-driven assistants within the context of SADMs,
especially SAFe, offering a comprehensive overview of their potential, categorization based
on application domains, and the challenges they aim to address. Through the course of this
paper, we have uncovered and provided detailed explanations of the challenges that are
encountered commonly in SADMs, with a particular emphasis on SAFe. The challenges
identified encompass issues related to coordination, resource utilization, and resistance to change,
which are of considerable significance in large-scale software development.

Through the exploration of challenges articulated in the paper’s introduction, we aim
to propose AI-driven solutions that partially address these issues. To achieve this objec-
tive, an initial exploration involved assessing the potential advantages and disadvantages
of integrating AI within SADMs. Our findings suggest a preponderance of advantages
over disadvantages. Nonetheless, it is imperative for organizations and enterprises to ex-
ercise caution and informed consideration in the adoption of AI within their operational
frameworks. We have also assembled a comprehensive selection of AI-driven assistants
that are, to some degree, capable of solving the aforementioned challenges. By categorizing
and evaluating the potential of these assistants, we are shedding light on their potential
contributions to enhance different aspects of SAFe. Additionally, we have not only empha-
sized the technical potential of the set of AI-driven assistants, but we have also considered
the organizational aspects that are essential to their successful implementation; we have
curated a collection of recommendations and suggestions gleaned from extensive literature,
emphasizing established best practices derived from real-world instances.

The findings derived from our research suggest several propositions for future work.
We propose that forthcoming research should focus on identifying AI-driven assistants
capable of enhancing all facets across diverse SAFe levels (e.g., within the portfolio level,
to achieve Agile Product Delivery, which tools and assistants can improve Design Thinking
and Lean UX). Conducting empirical studies within real-world SADM environments would
offer invaluable insights into the practical effectiveness and challenges of implementing
AI assistants. Furthermore, an exploration into the potential integration of emerging tech-
nologies like ML models or NLP to enhance the capabilities of these assistants represents
a promising avenue for advancement.

In summary, the integration of AI-driven assistants carries the potential to reshape
the way large-scale projects are designed and executed. Empirical data [13–15,30,36]
during this research have shown that the adoption of such AI-driven solutions can result
in increased levels of collaboration, enhanced decision-making processes, and optimal
project outcomes, as businesses strive to remain innovative and competitive. However,
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according to the discoveries in this paper, achieving a lasting and effective integration
of AI-driven assistants requires a well-rounded approach that considers the advantages
as well as drawbacks of AI-integration.
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